
Wohlstand, Sep 14, 2015 

Hello, I'm "Wohlstand", (real name Vitaly). I know than Redigit is too busy to talk with me, but I 
have important thing to show him: I want to present him my game engine project which I made with
my friends. Have I way to contact with him with ability to receive response from him? Or are you 
able help me with that or can you give him my project resources if I send them?

Waiting for reply. 

Nike Leon, Sep 14, 2015 

Hello Wohlstand,

Redigit is very busy, I'm not sure when he could look at it. Why exactly do you want him to? What 
game is the engine for? 

Wohlstand, Sep 14, 2015 

My game engine is a PGE: "Platform Game Engine", which founded with support of the internal 
technical standard of one of early Redigit's projects - SMBX. Game engine provides ability to make
a platform genre games, but unlike to SMBX, it is not closed to Mario and has ConfigPacks system 
to have a different stuff for each different game serie.
Game engine written in C++ and works on Linux, Windows and Mac OS X. Game engine project is
completely open-source under GNU GPLv3.

Main page & screenshots & downloads for Linux and Windows, for Mac I have no able rebuild 
again (now I have no Mac):
http://engine.wohlnet.ru/
Be sure than engine part is still in alpha-state and NPC-AI engine is not provides all necessary sub-
systems to have implemented all SMBX64-standard based NPC's and some physics things are 
buggy. However it has a lots of advauses features such an OpenGL support to have a smooth and 
beautiful animation, support of multiple music formats, include tracker musics, uses LUA scripting 
engine to have a half of gameplay core and NPC-AI's are coded in LUA

My Youtube playlist about PGE developement: http://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLrUcHGBNRjJOZxQx6TY3vWEiVGs1525mg
I recommends to check out the videos in the bottom of this list: latest videos are in bottom of this 
list (stinky Youtube playlist generator!) and in the top are my early videos about engine and editor.

Source code:
https://github.com/Wohlhabend-Networks/PGE-Project

I want to get his review about this project if he will have a free time and he wants to check out this. 
I know how busyness is hard and important and I understand that.

I know than SMBX is a bad paragraph in the Redigit's bio and I will don't ask source code. Anyway 
most of SMBX things are reverse-engined by me and friends from scratch include full support of all
versions of file formats from SMBX-1 to SMBX-64 and other specifications which are was in the 
SMBX 
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Nike Leon, Sep 15, 2015 

To be honest, I'm not sure if Redigit can legally say anything about SMBX related stuff, but I'll let 
him know about it and if he has time he might check it out. 

Wohlstand, Sep 15, 2015 

Anyway, I have ideas to make a non-Mario games to be independent from copyright Mario content 
(For example, the Talkhaus community has been uses the hacked SMBX engine to make own game 
serie about alien cyclope siblings, and also some people are helps me with new 
graphics/characters/etc. to completely replace illegal stuff with legal Creative Commons).

And what about illegal Mario content: I made PGE core to be completely independent from Mario 
stuff and all SMBX-specific stuff (which has entire stuff-set of copyright content) has been stored 
into separated configuration package named by me as "SMBX 1.3 Compatible". That config pack 
will be hosted on the current SMBX community which still exist even when Redigit abounded it. 
SMBX is still in demand, even strong bugs and limited support of the tech stuff are annoy to people.
And even if something will happen, the configuration package with illegal stuff only will be 
removed, but game engine and entire tech stuff will still alive and in support.

Illegal are graphics, musics, characters, but game core has lots of differences with original game 
serie. Anyway a lot of legal Mario-like games are exist, but there are uses custom 
graphics/music/sound/story stuff, etc. 

Nike Leon, Sep 15, 2015 

I understand that, but the whole debacle with Nintendo over SMBX is above my head. You'll just 
have to wait until Redigit makes a decision I'm afraid. 

Nike Leon, Sep 16, 2015 

Redigit won't be making any comments in regards to anything involving SMBX. Sorry. There's no 
point in trying to bring it up anymore. Even just the engine. 
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Wohlstand, Sep 16, 2015 

Okay then. I'l completely pick-up SMBX development stuff in hands of me and my friends. Almost 
70% of SMBX engine has been re-engined into PGE Engine part, and most of other things like 
NPC-AI's are will be coded as lua scripts inside config-pack to make illegal stuff totally 
independent from engine part. Original source code would speed-up our development where we are 
would be able correctly redevelop most of engine parts, but I'l agree anyway if Redigit will grand 
me to have that or not. I still have to re-engine most of stuff by researching or by ASM which hard 
and long, but result is almost same.

I understand than that stuff is:
• bad for Redigit's reputation, because caused legal issue and Nintendo watching out if Redigit

will show up something of that again.
• it's a "child toy" in comparison with big game projects such as Terraria or Pixel Piracy, and 

Redigit don't wanna return back to be child again. 

Therefore most of those things include this conversation are must be top secret. 

Tunnel King, Sep 16, 2015 

Redigit cannot speak to you - or anyone - about SMBX, in any capacity or under any circumstances.
There are legal reasons why he cannot, and therefore will not do so.

Redigit is not going to give you comments, blessings/permission, or source code to help you with 
whatever it is you are doing. Please stop asking about it.

To the best of my knowledge, you do not know Redigit personally; therefore anything that you say 
that you "understand" about him is purely speculation on your part, and has no basis in fact.

Please stop trying to contact Redigit through this forum. Thanks. 

Wohlstand, Sep 16, 2015 

Okay. I told everything and I have no more questions. I assumed that he will don't contact about 
SMBX, and I confirmed that. You right, first time I learned about SMBX in 2013 year and later 
learned about Redigit and Terraria.

So, good luck to you all ;-)
Discussion closed. 
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